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NOTICE:

ALL DATA IS AS OF MAY 6, 2022
AND THE MARKET IS CHANGING FAST 

THE DATA SHOULD BE UPDATED 
REGULARLY 



Many Headwinds in Today’s Market

• Economic 

• Workforce Challenges

• Materials Price Increases/Unpredictability 

• Materials Shortages

• Supply Chain Challenges



WARNING
DO NOT GET “DOWN”

I AM VERY OPPTIMISTIC FOR THE FUTURE
(But we may have to go to a rougher patch first) 



Economic Uncertainty – Ken Simonson AGC

https://www.agc.org/sites/default/files/Construction%20trends%20%26%20outlook%20%2814%29.pdf



Economic – ABI
More Work Coming
• March 2022 Data

• AIA says, “The Architecture Billings Index (ABI) serves as a leading economic 
indicator that leads nonresidential construction activity by approximately 9-12 
months.” 
– The ABI is derived from the share of responding architecture firms that report a gain in billings over 

the previous month less the share reporting a decline in billings, presented on a 0-to-100 scale. Any 
score above 50 means that firms with increased billings outnumbered firms with decreased billings. 

• The ABI climbed from 51.0 in January to 58.0 in March—the fourteenth 
consecutive reading above 50 (American Institute of Architects reported)

• Average Backlog is 7.2 Months – more than a month higher than one year ago

https://www.aia.org/pages/6497197-abi-march-2022-business-conditions-at-arch



Economic - Dodge Momentum Index
More Work Coming
• DMI is a monthly measure of nonresidential project in planning

https://www.construction.com/news/DMI-Increases-March-2022
https://www.construction.com/news/DMI-Increases-March-2022



Economic – Ken Simonson AGC
More Work Coming

https://www.agc.org/sites/default/files/Construction%20trends%20%26%20outlook%20%2814%29.pdf



More Work Coming - Others
• Dodge – new starts up 4.1% from same time last year (Jan to Mar)

• Total Starts Year to Year (April ‘21 to April ‘22) – Up 15%
– Engineering – Up 22%
– Highway – Up 46%
– Water/Sewage – Up 13%
– Power/Energy – Down 18%
– Marine/Dams – Up 51%
– Airports – Up 87%
– Residential – Up 7% (this one is slowing, but at highest rate since 2006)

• Decarbonization/Energy Policy for Existing Buildings?
• On-Shoring
• Semi/Chip and Data Centers



Workforce Challenges

https://www.agc.org/sites/default/files/Construction%20trends%20%26%20outlook%20%2814%29.pdf



2022 Outlook for Workforce
• 83% of firms struggling to fill positions

• 74% of Firms looking to INCREASE headcount
– 1-10% = 47% of firms
– 11-25% = 22% of firms
– >25% = 5% of firms

• Next 12 Months
– 68% of firms expect it to continue to be hard to hire
– 26% of firms expect it will become harder



Other Workforce Challenges
• Before pandemic – trades wage rates exceed average total private sector 

by 20-23% historically

• Now Trade Wage Rate is LESS than 17% above  national average….
– Pay is not keeping up
– Cannot work from home
– Benefits not as comprehensive
– Non-flexible hours
– Vaccination requirements were an issue

• Example: Construction Wages up 3.4% May ‘21 to April ’22 (national avg 
4.8%)



Workforce 
Challenges



Workforce Challenges –
Prime Age (25-54) Male Workforce Participation 



Workforce Challenges
• Baby Boomers created incredible wealth 

– Millennials are expected to inherit ~$70 Trillion by 2030 from their parents

• More men 25-34 yo live with parents than with spouse (first time since 1880)

• Drugs are a big problem (robbing nearly a million prime-age men a year from the 
workforce)

• 2.4M Women left workforce since Feb 2020

• Demographics will only be getting worse moving forward





Cost Increases
• World Bank (April 26, 2022)

– Energy prices to increase additional 50% over rest of 2022, begin to slow in 
2023 and 2024

– Non-energy prices to increase additional 20% over rest of 2022, and will 
moderate in following years

• IHS (April 29, 2022)
– Shipping costs rose for 20th consecutive month and will continue to do so

• Costs are going to speed up
– Gypsum board to increase by 30% over next few months (AGC)
– Rebar to increase
– Some may fall (lumber projected to decrease)



Material Prices & Uncertainty

https://www.agc.org/sites/default/files/Construction%20trends%20%26%20outlook%20%2814%29.pdf



Costs Will Get “Worse”
Before They Get “Better”



Materials Uncertainty
• April 2022

• Delays may be lessening in some sectors but worsening in others.

• There were appox. 45 containerships waiting to unload at the ports of Los Angeles and Long 
Beach earlier this week, down from more than 100 around New Year’s. However, the decline 
is due in part to fewer ships leaving Shanghai, where factory production and freight 
movements have been curbed by a spike in coronavirus cases and a citywide lockdown. 

• Ohio-based aluminum extruding mill that its lead time was now 66-68 weeks, whereas the 
“lead time up until about a year ago was more like six weeks.” 

• Projects in Mid-west:
– Transformers, before 6-8 weeks lead time, now 12-14 months
– Lighting, before 6 weeks max, now 10 months
– Can’t find some door hardware, etc. 



Shortages – AGC + Others
• April 2022

• The Alabama Concrete Industries Association sent a letter in April, stating, “Ready mix 
producers in Alabama are experiencing unprecedented shortages of raw materials including 
cement,…aggregate, and sand. Of extreme importance is the cement shortage across Alabama 
and the southeast.” 

• Census Bureau April 2022 Survey
– 66% of Construction Trades reported supplier delays (44% average for all industries)

– 22% seeing production delays (vs 14% for all industries)

– 37% seeing delivery delays (vs 24% for all industries)

– 49% not able to provide the contracted goods and services due to shortages/delays

• Institute for Supply Management
– Construction: most affected sector for price increases, delayed/longer supplier time, increased demand

– Most impacted items in supply chain: trades (workers), diesel, plastic pipe, resin-based products, steel products, 
appliances



Diesel Shortages
• May 12-13, 2022

• East Coast lowest diesel inventory every recorded 
– Avg 62 million barrels, 52 million now

• Retail truck stops are hauling fuel from Midwest/Great Lakes to Northeast

• Company Memos from freight haulers

• Why?
– East Coast 2007 = 14 Refineries (process 1.64M/day)

– East Coast 2022 = 7 Refineries (process 818K/day)

– Demand is Up

– Colonial Pipeline ransomware attack (2021) – risky for investors

– Ukraine – diesel at “insane” prices in EU – Gulf Coast shipping more there

– Gov mandates to move to electric cars – no desire to invest in refining capacity

• Bloomberg – “we are on a razor’s edge” + “See diesel rationing this Summer 
(regional) / Economist – shortages in Africa already, could see global



Supply Chain Issues
• 90% of projects have had supply chain impacts
• 84% of projects have had higher cost
• 72% of projects have taken longer

• Actions People are Taking:
– Accelerated purchasing after contract award (cash flow)
– Alternative suppliers
– Alternative materials/products (change the spec)
– Stocking inventory 
– Increasing Bids/Budgets
– Longer Completion Times
– Some GC’s advising Owners to push Risk to Subs



Current Reactions (ABC Users Summit)



Current “Solutions”
• “Better” contracts  

• “Alternative” Delivery
– DB to CM to CMAR to IPD to ….

– Technology 

– Financial adjustments

• None have proven to not be enough to drive 
consistently high performance outcomes on 
projects (even in past times)

• Procurement often overemphasizes the power of 
a contract to drive performance and protect the 
organization from non-performance

• Many organizations struggle to show value in the 
work and performance that is received – getting 
“finished” is not enough of a performance metric 
to use to make economic and org decisions https://www.enr.com/articles/52612-study-cost-benefit-analyses-for-projects-are-worse-than-worthless



Performance Problems



Reality





Reality of the Situation 
• Performance in built environment (construction, design, 

FM work) has been proven to NOT correlate to contract 
types, delivery methods, software, design quality, etc.

• Performance on built environment work HAS BEEN PROVEN 
to highly correlate to the capability, skill, and experience of 
the people doing the work – the critical personnel on a 
project – PM, SS, Client Lead, Design Arch, Key Engrs, 
Critical Sub SS, FM, technicians, etc.



The ability to realize

innovation, 

risk minimization, 

value creation, & 

cost reduction

will not exceed the capability 
of the people doing the work 

Importance of the People



Limited Pool of Expertise
• There is a limited pool of high performing experts and experienced 

personnel 

• Also varies by
– Moment in time (when the solicitation/work is needed)

– Location (geography)

– Market/Sector 

• Organizations also commonly underestimate the cost of working with 
average and low performing vendors



Clients & Buyers 
are in competition with each other 

for the same 
limited pool 

of skilled personnel

KEY TAKEAWAY



Considerations 

• Who/How you Attract and Hire – for internal 
– How you Develop What you Have

• Who/How you Attract and Hire – for vendors/suppliers



Realistic & Immediate Solutions

• Become a “Client of Choice” 
– (for External Vendors & Internal Customers)

• Increase your HD IQ (Human Dimensions)

• Map your Organization – people, SOP, etc. 

• Train your People the right way – become better sooner



Potential & Realistic Solutions
• Become a “Client of Choice” 

– (for External Vendors & Internal Customers)

• Increase your HD IQ (Human Dimensions)

• Map your Organization – people, SOP, etc. 

• Train your People the right way – become better sooner



Team-Vendor 1

Team-Vendor 2

Team-Vendor 3

Team-Vendor 4

High

Low High

LowWhich of 
these teams 
brings your 
project the 
most risk?



Team-Vendor 1
Team-Vendor 2
Team-Vendor 3
Team-Vendor 4

High

Low High

Low

Is this your 
market?



Team-Vendor 1
Team-Vendor 2
Team-Vendor 3
Team-Vendor 4

High

Low High

Low

Or is this your 
market?



• Contractors/Engineers/Designers want to work for you over other owners

• Clients-of-Choice get contractors’ best teams (experts) on their projects

• Contractors spend the time to put together an accurate proposal 

• Client-of-Choice personnel know how to behave with experts

• Client-of-Choice has an owner “team” that is trained and prepared to work in a 
high performing Alternative delivery environment 

A “Client-of-Choice” (“Customer-of-Choice”)



Transforming & Becoming a 
Client of Choice
• Org Readiness: Prepare the Owner 

Organization, Train & Develop the People

• Build the Chain: How the owner attracts, 
competes and hires the right teams 

• Projects: How the owner facilitates the 
expertise within the vendor teams

• Measurement: How the owner manages & 
creates accountability



1. Must have a Realistic Speed & Timescale + Leadership Approval of Approach/Changes

2. ID, Train, Assign & Support Change Agents 

• Use “adult learner” training approach to support change and new skill mastery

• Implement workload accommodation for those working within the initiative (start)

• Ensure Senior leadership maintains it’s commitment w/approach 

• The Org sees positive impact & the People see a clear personal benefit to their effort

• Consistent & Correct Organizational Measurement & Benchmarks

Keys to Successful Organization Readiness



Average Owner Org: Change Adoption Profile

Innovators & 
Early Adopters

(make it happen)

Early
Majority

(support it happening)

Late
Majority

(let it happen)

Laggards

(begrudge it 
happening)

Fighters

(stop it from 
happening)

Chasm

16% 33% 24% 20% 7%

N=104

Need to keep this group 
at 30% or less

Partial 
Adoption

Changed



• Goals that can be achieved:

– Reduce “resistors”

– Increase/optimize “changed”

– Proper training

– Consistent application

Proof of Good Change Efforts

Good Change Impact
78% lower than industry 

averageGood Change Impact
43% higher than industry 

average



Client of Choice Tools

• Processes

• Technology

• Training 

• Contracts



Project Summit
Project Summit Key Principles

1. Collaboration - One Hardhat, One Team

2. Transparency & Integration 

3. Faster & Higher Quality

4. Cost Savings through Innovation 

5. Fewer Conflicts & Eliminate Claims

6. Less Stress & Better Relationships

Impacts of Project Summit
– Improved productivity by 21%

– Cost reduction/avoidance at 10-16% 

– Total project duration was 10% faster

– Improved Accuracy of Estimates by 20%

– Safer & more productive

TRUST



Potential & Realistic Solutions
• Become a “Client of Choice” 

– (for External Vendors & Internal Customers)

• Increase your HD IQ (Human Dimensions)

• Map your Organization – people, SOP, etc. 

• Train your People the right way – become better sooner



48

Qualifications

Availability

Geographic location

Past experience with the 
customer?

Other factors

How are 
project 
teams 
selected?

What makes 
someone a 
good fit?
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While the individual man 
is an insoluble puzzle, in 
the aggregate he 
becomes a mathematical 
certainty

- Sherlock Holmes

It’s 
Elementary
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Over 35 Master Degrees and 7 PhD 
Dissertations

• What Psychological Tools are Available

• How to Assess People and Teams

• How to Collect Data

• What Data to Collect

Top Tools Identified

• HEXACO

• Emotional Intelligence

• DISC

• MB

Road to 
Today
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Benchmarking Human Dimensions for High Performers

Benchmarking Human Dimensions for High Performing Teams

Benchmarking Organizational Performance and Production

Early Identify Future High Performers

Laser-Guided Talent Development

Organizational Mapping

Profile & 
Benchmarking
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Hire/Assign the Right Talent

• Increased probability of finding employees who are the 
right “fit”

Identify Existing Talent

• Assess likelihood of success

Retain and Grow Talent

• Grow employees to achieve their maximum potential

How are 
these 
used?
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Individualized reports created for every 
respondent

Report provides a detailed insight into an 
individual’s personality type

Each assessment illustrates how the 
individual’s personality compares w/ 
organization & overall industry

Where information about the best-in-class in 
the industry is available, the report provides 
insight into how the individual compares 
against the best-in-class

Customized 
Individual 
Reports
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Customized Individual Reports
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Ranked the PMs via a weighted combination 
of:

Key Performance Areas

• Project

• Technical

• Leadership

• Other

Performance 
Ratings: 
ID the 
Rockstars
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6% are PM Rockstars (Top Performers)

51% are Good PM Performers

43% are Below Average PM Performers

Considering:

• Overall Quality of Work 

• Overall job knowledge 

• Ability to effectively lead and manage others 

• Ability to meet schedule deadlines in a timely manner 

• Overall leadership and communication skills 

• Ability to take initiative 

• Overall supervisor satisfaction rating of the employee 

GC + Electrical + Mechanical

• Mid-Career is highest performing (45ish)

How Many 
Are There?
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Top Performing Field Leaders 
(Superintendents & Foremen)

Significant Differences from PMs

• Lower modesty (know they are the boss)

• Lower forgiveness (long memories, not trusting)

• Even Lower Creativity (tried and true)

• MUCH Higher Fear (extreme risk avoidance)

• Higher self-awareness (understand their emotions 
effect others’ performance)

Field 
Leaders 

Vs
Project 
Managers
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“The whole is greater

than the sum of its parts.”

-Aristotle
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• Research:
– A case study of 182 AEC industry 

professionals working in teams to complete 
similar project management tasks is 
presented, comparing the results of teams 
that were “matched” vs. those that were 
“random.”

• Research Question:
– Do teams assigned using an optimized 

mixture of Honesty/Humility, Extraversion 
and Overall Emotional Intelligence perform at 
a higher level than teams assigned not 
considering the personality traits of the team 
members?

Team 
Performance 
– Case Study
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The mean rank of team performance 
of teams assigned based on their Human 

Dimensions was higher than that of 

randomly assigned teams by 68%.

Team Performance – Case Study
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Organizational Profile Mapping
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Hire and promote the right people

Improve the people you have

Build better teams

Happier customers, add value to the 
organization, better reputation

So… what 
does it all 
mean?
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Profile your team and organization

Individual assessment of employees in your 
organization/team 

• Participants will receive their condensed results

Leadership assessment of employee 
capabilities

• Participants will receive a detailed customized test 
report

What 
Can be 
Done



Realistic & Immediate Solutions

• Become a “Client of Choice” 
– (for External Vendors & Internal Customers)

• Increase your HD IQ (Human Dimensions)

• Map your Organization – people, SOP, etc. 

• Train your People the right way – become better sooner
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Keep Moving Forward

• The Future is Exciting 

• Owners and Vendors are Aligned on Concerns

• Solutions are multi-faceted – but People are the Core

• Forums like ABC Users Summit are Critical - Who will be 
ready for the New Economy?


